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	"The Rough Guide to Mexico" is the essential travel guide to this vast, extraordinarily varied country. From the deserts of the north to the tropical jungles of Chaipas; from ancient pyramids to Mexico City's sophisticated club scene; and, from colonial cathedrals to spring break in Cancun; the Rough Guide provides comprehensive coverage of it all. The guide offers detailed and practical advice on the best places to stay, where to sample some of Mexico's tastiest food and where to go to order the finest margarita for all budgets. The guide is packed with informed description of Mexico's archeological sites and museums and their fascinating historical and cultural background. Readers will find the coverage of hundreds of beaches, excursions and activities indispensable, while richly illustrated colour sections explore the wonders of Mexican cuisine and the country's dynamic festivals. Informative and inspirational, with dozens of maps, handy languages tips and site plans, "The Rough Guide to Mexico" is your essential companion to this vibrant, unforgettable country. Make the most of your holiday with "The Rough Guide to Mexico".
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Constraint Reasoning for Differential Models (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2005
The basic motivation of this work was the integration of biophysical models within the interval constraints framework for decision support. Comparing the major features of biophysical models with the expressive power of the existing interval constraints framework, it was clear that the most important inadequacy was related with the representation...
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Management (with InfoTrac 1-Semester Printed Access Card)South-Western College, 2006

	MANAGEMENT, 4th edition by Chuck Williams presents management theory and applications in an engaging narrative style that students will find both enjoyable and illuminating. Williams focuses on the most important management theories and concepts, enhancing and illustrating them with detailed examples and stories that pull students into the...
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Europe: I Struggle, I OvercomeSpringer, 2009
Wilfried Martens - Europe: I Struggle, I Overcome Foreword by Angela Merkel

Wilfried Martens has devoted his entire life to politics: as student leader, youth activist, President of the Flemish Christian Democrats, Prime Minister of Belgium, President of the European People's Party and European statesman. In his autobiography...
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Grading Knowledge: Extracting Degree Information from TextsSpringer, 2000


	If you are sitting in a basement room without a view — not to mention the

	bars in front of the windows — and writing a book, then you better have

	good company. I had the best company you could imagine. Waltraud Hiltl,

	Katja Markert, Martin Romacker, Klemens Schnattinger, Andreas Klee and I

	shared very little office...
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The SAP R/3 Guide to EDI and InterfacesMorgan Kaufmann, 2000
Contents include Interface Technologies in R/3, concepts of IDocs, predefined IDocs, developing IDocs solutions, timing and triggering interface processing, Internet, automated distribution with ALE, automated business with workflow set up, and more.

   With this book find out why:
	EDI projects with R/3 would often cost...
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Structure as Architecture: A Source Book for Architects and Structural EngineersArchitectural Press, 2005
A beautifully illustrated guide to integrating functional structures as a design feature in buildings     

       Structure As Architecture provides readers with an accessible insight into the relationship between structure and architecture, focusing on the design principles that relate to both fields. Over one hundred case studies of...
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